HOW TO FIND HFW IN BRUSSELS

Blue Tower
Avenue Louise/Louizalaan 326, Box 19
B-1050 Brussels
Belgium
T +32 2 643 34 00
F +32 2 643 34 88

DIRECTIONS FROM EUROSTAR STATION

By public transport
The nearest train station is the Eurostar station, Bruxelles Midi (Brussels South). From Brussels Midi underground station, take Lines No 2 or 6, direction Simonis, then change at Louise/Louiza station to take the No 94 tram, direction Legrand or Musée du Tram to “Vleurgat” stop. The cost of the journey is €2.50.

Further information can be found at www.stib.be.

By taxi
Taxis are permanently available in front of the station, the journey will take between 10 and 20 minutes and will cost around €10-20.

DIRECTIONS FROM ZAVENTEM AIRPORT

By public transport
The airport train station is located below the terminal (basement level-1). Up to 4 trains an hour connect the airport to Brussels North, Brussels Central and Brussels Midi stations. Opening hours and contact data train station can be found on http://hari.b-holding.be/infsta/InfoStation.aspx?StationId=1000219&Lang=3

By taxi
Taxis are permanently available in front of the arrivals hall. The fare from the airport to the office is normally around € 50. Licensed taxis can be recognized by the blue and yellow emblem.

Wheelchair users can order a taxi from:
Taxi Hendriks
Tel: +32 2 752 98 00
Fax: +32 2 752 98 01
E-mail: info.melsbroek@hendriks.be
Website: www.hendriks.be

If you wish to hire a private chauffeured vehicle, please contact Directway. Directway provides cars, minivans, coaches and shuttles to hotels in the vicinity of the airport.
Edward Chebreal
Tel: +32(0)2 772 00 00
Fax: +32(0)2 772 10 61
Cell:+32(0)478 84 08 08
E-mail: edward.ghibreal@directway.be
Website: www.directway.be
DIRECTIONS FROM BRUSSELS SOUTH AIRPORT (CHARLEROI)

By shuttle

From Monday to Sunday, every 30 minutes a shuttle coach leaves the airport to take you to the main Brussels railway station (Brussels Midi). The first coach leaves at 08h30 AM and the last one at midnight. At Brussels railway station, the shuttle coach stop is at the crossing of rue de France and rue de l’Instruction. The first coach leaves Brussels Midi at 04h00 AM and the last one at 09h00PM. One way journey costs €13 and a return fare costs €22.

Shuttle tickets are sold outside the airport terminal. From Brussels, tickets may be purchased on board of the coach. Round-trip tickets are not available any more from Brussels, only one-way tickets can be directly bought to the driver. Round-trip tickets remain nevertheless available from Charleroi or by booking on-line (http://www.voyages-lelan.be/xml/page.html?LANG=uk&IDC=72).

The journey lasts 1 hour. It is advised to check the timetable before your departure, it may be modified during the season. It is also strongly advised to take the shuttle from Brussels Midi railway station at least 3 hours prior to departure of your flight.

By taxi

Taxis are always available outside the passenger terminal. The price of the journey will be approximately €85-90. It is advised to check the price with the driver before the journey.

Here is a short list of some licensed companies:

Sympatax
Tel. +32 (0) 71 30 30 33
www.symtax.be

Rapidtax
Tel. +32 (0)71 31 55 55
Free Nr: 0800 32 555
www.rapidtax.be

Idealtax
Tel. +32 (0)71 43 05 05
Tel. +32 (0)71 36 52 42
www.taxis-idealtax.be